Product Specification -- Interim Floodplain Assessment Overlay
Purpose
This brief has been prepared by the Queensland Reconstruction Authority (QldRA) to
define the background and specification for the ”Interim Floodplain Assessment Overlay”
spatial product(s) to be developed by the Department of Environment and Resource
Management (DERM) on behalf of the QldRA.
Background - Overall Project
The QldRA continues to work on the flood plain management project where the
proposed deliverables of this project are to:
•
•
•
•

Undertake an audit of planning schemes for selected flood affected local
governments – completed.
Provide interim flood plain management controls for local governments not
adequately protected - underway.
Develop standard planning scheme provisions to enable consistency in
application of flood plain management controls and regulation across
Queensland - underway.
Provide guidance and support for local government in the development of
templates – on-going.

The QldRA has completed a desktop review of all planning schemes (124) in effect
across the State. As a result, a series of guidelines – Planning for a stronger, more
resilient flood plain is proposed to assist Councils in the adoption of both interim and
long term protection provisions. The first guide will be targeted towards those Councils
who based on the audit, do not seem to be adequately protected. The guide will provide
assistance as to what interim provisions can be brought into their existing schemes
whilst the new amalgamated planning scheme is prepared.
Banana Shire will be used as a case study to roll out the interim provisions, a flood study
and the long term provisions in the new planning scheme. The Shire has been allocated
funding through Department of Community Safety for the Flood Study.
The QldRA is working closely with DERM to prepare state-wide “Interim Floodplain
Assessment Overlay” maps based on available historical data and that captured during
the recent 2010 – 2011 flood events.
The QldRA is working closely with Building Codes Queensland to ensure that the
templates are reflective of the requirements to support the proposed new National Flood
Code currently under consideration from the Australian Building Code Board.
Background - Spatial Products.
The QldRA is developing an interim solution to support Local Government Authorities
(LGAs) and requires spatial information product(s) to assist relevant LGAs take flooding
issues into account when considering development applications. The intent is to provide
relevant LGAs with an initial map showing where flooding issues may need to be
considered, together with guidelines (developed by QldRA) for how to consider flooding
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issues. This will not trigger additional assessable development. It will only provide an
additional consideration for proposals which are assessable.
The aim is to provide those LGAs without flood mapping with an initial “Interim
Floodplain Assessment Overlay” product. LGAs may choose to adopt this area or can
amend this product using local knowledge and information to improve it, including
additional products provided by the QldRA. As part of a longer term approach, LGAs
may further undertake a risk assessment to identify areas for more detailed flood
studies. The Interim Floodplain Assessment Overlay product will be a regulatory tool
under the Sustainable Planning Act 2009.
Priorities / Staging
Stage 1: The attached schedule is based on LGAs with no current flood hazard mapping
and sets out the priority by planning scheme for the preparation of the desired product.
Stage 2: -The situation and approach will be reviewed after stage 1 to determine the
most appropriate product for elsewhere in the State.
Product
The QldRA requires by 30 July 2011, that for Stage 1 priority planning schemes a spatial
data set be developed using the best available information which delineates the
floodplain area appropriate to trigger consideration of flooding issues by Council.. The
data set will be developed using the following principles: The process is,
• to be suitable for a statewide approach;
• to use a consistent approach;
• to be able to be repeated if more accurate data is available in the future;
• eevidential and justifiable.
The Interim Floodplain Assessment Overlay will be derived from overlaying available
state-wide information sources, including:
• The best available drainage location information (typically 1:100,000 or
1:250,000)1
• A standard drainage classification system to determine similar orders of
importance
• The best available contour information (typically 10 metre contours)2
• The best available satellite imagery (typically Landsat 5), as a standard base
layer
• Where other datasets exist and can aid visual interpretation, the following will be
used:
o datasets which provide evidence of historical flooding.
 Interpreted or actual flood information from 2010/2011 events
 DERM gauging station information
o Other data layers as available over the various drainage basins or river
sub-basins to provide further informative information for visual
interpretation:

1
2

Positional accuracy of this data is typically 1mm at map scale (eg 100m +/‐ at 1:100,000 scale)
Horizontal contour accuracy is typically +/‐ half a contour interval (relevant to gradient at any given location)
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Preclear Vegetation Mapping of Landzone 3 (Alluvium) and
Landzone 1 Estuarine) and SALI Soil Flooding Limitation Mapping

The data set will be in a format suitable for provision to local authorities. To support local
authorities to understand the provided dataset, DERM will make available the data sets
used in the interpretation (subject to any licensing conditions under which the
department acquired the data).
DERM also understands that the QldRA will require visualisations (eg. PDF’s or paper
products) of the dataset, overlaid on other data sets to support communication activities.
These products will be agreed with QldRA. It is understood that these visualisations will
include:
• Initially for the Dawson Valley, showing of cross section information related to the
gauging station showing the location of the highest recorded flood.
• A DCDB layer to enable identification of individual parcels and relationship with
the flood hazard area
The product will be used to identify individual properties or parts of properties located
within a Interim Floodplain Assessment Overlay area..
The intent is to have the product prepared for major sub-basins covered by the priority
LGAs, based upon the experience from the Dawson Valley pilot study.
The products for Stage 1 will be
• A sub basin overview sheet
• A map book for each identified sub-basin
• Digital data sets used to compile the Interim Floodplain Assessment Overlay will
be made available if required
Acknowledged Assumptions
The QldRA acknowledges that
• The Landsat5 imagery has not necessarily captured the extent of the peak flood
from 2010 /2011 in respective river catchments
• Not all the river catchments in the priority list received significant flooding
• This is a desk top only exercise with no on-ground validation
• The product may not represent the highest recorded flood or maximum possible
flood
• More detailed data will be available for many towns following the completion of
the current Lidar program underway.
• LGAs will be encouraged to ground truth the limits of the Flood Hazard Area
• To provide a common and consistant approach across sub basins, more accurate
project data, eg detailed contours, digital elevation data or aerial photography will
not been used in this initial product due to meet the time constraints for this
project.
Project Governance
The QldRA will sign off on the Dawson Valley pilot product and other options as
presented by DERM to give the QldRA confidence in the product and methodology
developed.
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The QldRA is the client, the decision maker, and “owner” of the mapping product(s).
DERM is the provider.
DERM will liaise with the QldRA to consider any new or additional data sets that are
found and may be useful for the purpose of providing LGAs with relevant data upon
which to consider flooding issues.
Custodianship
•
•

Custodian ship of this product will reside with QldRA
Maintenance responsibilities reside with the custodian. The Qld RA may engage
DERM to provide update service to support Councils who require edits to
respective product(s)

Project Risks
•
•
•

There is no control over how the mapping product(s) will be used beyond the
intended purpose of providing LGAs with a basis for considering flood issues in
development applications.
There may be unintended consequences for land valuations and insurance
purposes, especially when the product(s) are not ground truthed and does not
relate to a standard defined flood recurrence interval nor a defined flood line.
Ideally these flood hazard area mapping products would be used to identify flood
risk areas for which more detailed flood studies would be undertaken. This would
provide greater certainty of exposure to flood risk on the ground and significantly
reduce the risk of adverse unintended valuation and insurance consequences.

This can be mitigated by having the respective flood hazard areas related to the recent
events and for this to be clearly communicated, the primary target being Regional
Planning Committees as the coordinating mechanism for LGA planning. – The issue is
that the recent events have not been completely captured across the state.
********
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Proposed sectors based on planning
scheme populations and river basin
boundaries
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Map 4 - Sector Map
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LOW - <4 000
MEDIUM - 4 000 - 50
0 000
HIGH - >50 000

Queensland Reconstruction Authority
Presentation to Banana Shire Council
6 April 2011
Brendan Nelson
General Manager, Land Use Planning
Queensland Reconstruction Authority

Presentation Outline
• General Overview
• Scale & Scope of Damage
• Governance & Structure of Qld
Reconstruction Authority
• Lines of Reconstruction
• State Plan & Timeline
• Qld Reconstruction Authority Act 2011
• Land Use Planning Team
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Approved

Disaster Activation
All 73 Local Government
Areas have been disaster
activated
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Disasters Events Covered:
1. Early to Mid Dec 2010 ‐ Extreme Rainfall &
Flooding South‐east/West QLD
2. 25 Dec 2010 ‐ Tropical Cyclone Tasha
3. 10 Jan 2011 ‐ Flash Flooding
Toowoomba/Lockyer Valley
4. 13 Jan 2011 ‐ Brisbane/Ipswich Flooding
5. 31 Jan to 2 Feb 2011 ‐ Tropical Cyclone
Anthony & Severe Tropical Cyclone Yasi
6. 28 Feb 11 to present – Monsoonal Flooding
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Disaster Comparisons – Infrastructure & People
Cyclone Larry (2006)
Local Government Areas Affected

10 of 73

Communities (Cities, Towns, Suburbs) Affected

Approx 40

Overall Damage Costs (estimated)

Approx $1.5 billion

Total Insurance Claims (to date)

$540 million

Relief Funds (Appeals)

Approx $22 million

People Deceased

Nil

Cyclone Larry
(2006)

QLD Flood &
Cyclones (2010‐
2011)

Victoria Bushfires (Black Saturday) (2009)
Local Government Areas Affected

16 of 79

Communities (Cities, Towns, Suburbs) Affected

80

Overall Damage Costs (estimated)

$1.2 billion

Total Insurance Claims (to date)

10,000 ($1.09 billion)

Relief Funds (Appeals)

$392 million

People Deceased

173

Victorian Bushfires
(2009)

Disaster Comparisons – Infrastructure & People
QLD Floods & Cyclones (Dec 2010 to Feb 2011)
Local Government Areas Affected

73 of 73

Communities (Cities, Towns, Suburbs) Affected

210

Overall Damage Costs (estimated)

$5.8 billion

Total Insurance Claims (to date)

109,390 (approx $3.18 billion)

Relief Funds (Appeals)

Over $251 million

People Deceased

37

Cyclone Larry
(2006)

QLD Flood &
Cyclones (2010‐
2011)

The disaster activated area is:‐
3 x size of France
4.5 x size of Germany
5.3 x size of Italy
Victorian Bushfires
(2009)

Ipswich – Before the flood

Image taken : 2009

Ipswich – During the flood

Theodore – Before the flood

Image taken : 2009

Theodore – During the flood

Image taken : Jan 2011

As at: 31 Jan 11

Helidon – 10 January 2011
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Legend
BoM TC Yasi Very Destructive Winds (Greater than 165 km/hr)
BoM TC Yasi Destructive Winds (125‐164 km/hr)
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BoM TC Yasi Gale Force Winds (90‐125 km/hr)
Cairns

TC Larry Intense Damage area
TC Larry Outer Damage area
Almaden

TC Larry Track
Innisfail

Mission Beach
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Ingham

Greenvale
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•

TC Larry
20‐21 Mar 2006
Category 4
945 hPa
Gusts up to 240 km/hr

•
•
•
•

TC Yasi
2‐4 Feb 2011
Category 5
930 hPa
Gusts up to 290 km/hr

As at: 5 April 11

Queensland – Scale & Scope to Date
Fatalities – 37 (1)
QLD Roads Affected (State controlled) – 9170km (2)
State Rail Network Damaged – 29% (3)
Home Power Restoration – floods (Energex) – 250,000
Home & Business Power Restoration – floods & Yasi (Ergon)
– 228,311 (4)
Coal Mines – 54 affected (approx 15 million tonnes of coal ($2.5
billion)) (5)
Emergency Assistance Grants – 52,749 paid (6)

Essential Household Contents Grants – 11,419 received,
7,066 paid (6)

Damage Bill – Approx $5 billion for floods, $800 million post TC
Yasi (7)

Insurance Claims – 109,390 (est $3.18 billion) (8)
Premier’s Relief Fund ‐ $251,676,996 (as of 4 April 11)
Key: (1) QPOL (2) DTMR (3) DTMR (4) ERGON/ENERGEX (5) DEEDI (6) DCS (7) QLD Treasury Press Releases of 4 & 16 Feb 11, QLD
State Mid-Year Fiscal & Economic Review of 28 Jan 11 (8) Insurance Australia Council as of 24 Feb 11

As at: 5 April 11

Queensland – Scale & Scope to Date
Ports
• 11 major ports affected
Ferries

• Significant damage to Brisbane City‐Cat terminals

Coal Mines
• 54 coal mines affected to some degree

• 19 mines were at or near full production, 33 mines
were producing output at 20 to 80% of normal levels,
2 mines still not producing coal or only producing small
intermittent tonnages (as at 1/4/11)
Bundaberg Port post flood

Baralaba mine west of Rockhampton

Brisbane City‐Cat Terminal

As at: 5 April 11

Queensland – Scale & Scope to Date
• 27.5% of state road network
damaged
• 29% of state rail network
damaged

Spring Bluff Railway Line Damage Jan 11

Railway Line Damage from Moura to Gladstone 06 Jan 11

Queensland – Scale & Scope to Date
• $251,676,996 donated to
premiers disaster relief appeal
(4 April 11)
• 10,000 North Queenslanders
evacuated to 100 centres for TC
Yasi
• $4 billion in commercial loses
across mining, agriculture &
tourism
• $1 billion in damage to primary
producers from TC Yasi

Emerald in Jan 2011

Queensland – Scale & Scope to Date
•425 education facilities
impacted (including schools &
TAFE)
• 1689 Govt assets affected floods

• 2685 Govt assets affected by Yasi
• 52,749 applications for emergent
assistance grants paid (flood + Yasi)
• 11,419 applications received for
essential household grants (flood +
Yasi)
• Over $5 billion estimated for flood
reconstruction costs

Tully post TC Yasi 03 Feb 11

Cardwell post TC Yasi 04 Feb 11

Queensland – Insurance Australia Assessment

109,390 insurance claims to date
(Insurance Council of Australia as at 25 March 11)
FLOODS – 49,400 claims
TC YASI – 59,990 claims

$3.18 billion estimated value
3333 declared CAT A unlivable
properties
1783 declared CAT B livable
(vacated during repairs)

Governance

Authority Structure

Queensland Reconstruction Principles
1.
2.

People are the highest priority.
Queensland’s Main Effort is rebuilding and reconnecting communities, within a strong and resilient social, economic
and environmentally sustainable framework.
3. QldRA has the authority to pass, verify, monitor, assist and influence the expenditure of reconstruction funds in
accordance with budgetary priorities in Queensland, and Queensland/Federal financial partnering processes and
insurance considerations.
4. The QldRA prioritises the reconstruction requirements for economic growth, development, rebuilding and
environmental compliance.
5. The QldRA seeks and wins resources and prioritises reconstruction effects, including disaster preparedness and
mitigation policies.
6. The Flood Appeal Distribution Committee is independent from the QldRA.
7. Lines of Reconstruction detail flood reconstruction costs directly to QldRA.
8. Decisions are to be made at the most relevant level, recognising that community lead processes are a significant
factor in successful community recovery and rebuilding.
9. QldRA will operate within a lean resource environment, minimising internal administrative costs.
10. Information given to the QldRA may be available to the Commission of Inquiry, subject to Right to Information and
commercial‐in‐confidence provisions.
11. QldRA provides input in to the national review of Natural Disaster Relief and Recovery Arrangements (NDRRA).

Operation QUEENSLANDER Construct

Operation Queenslander
Implementation Plans:
1.Human & Social IP
2.Economic IP
3.Environment IP
4.Building Recovery IP
5.Roads & Transport IP
6.Community Engagement
& Communications IP

Lines of Reconstruction

Planning and Implementation Timeline

Queensland Reconstruction Authority Act 2011
“to provide appropriate measures to ensure
Queensland & its communities effectively &
efficiently recover from the impact of disaster
events”
Coordinate & manage the rebuilding & recovery effort

Qld Reconstruction Authority Functions:
• Decide on priorities for infrastructure & community services
impacted by disasters
• Work closely with communities to ascertain ‘needs’
• Collect & collate information
• Develop arrangements for the sharing of data across government
• Coordinate & distribute finances relating to disaster recovery
• Facilitate flood mitigation measures for communities
• Provide advice on the implementation of the Flood Commission of
Inquiry (COI) recommendations (if asked by the minister)

Key Provisions of the QRAA 2011
The Queensland Reconstruction Authority Act 2011 prescribes governance
arrangements of the QRA and the QRA Board. It also provides the Authority
with special powers to undertake a number of activities, including:
 declaration of declared projects and reconstruction areas;
 powers to compulsorily acquire land. This may be for the immediate
purposes of the QRA or for longer term goals such as flood mitigation;
 general powers to enter any land and do acts such as constructing,
demolishing and occupying;
 powers to create new development schemes;
 powers to direct changes to existing planning schemes;
 powers to hasten decisions and processes of decision makers to finalise a
processes

Overall Core Objectives and Responsibilities
Facilitate and lead:‐
• land use planning, environment and development outcomes
(reconstruction and transition phases)
‐ including guiding and directing the use of planning
mechanisms to align with QldRA core business ie. TLPI,
guidelines, regulations
‐ provide guidance to LGAs in regards to planning
frameworks to enable them to make the informed
decisions
Lead the implementation of the Qld Reconstruction Authority Act 2011 to
support the QldRA core business (No one size fits all approach to planning
for affected areas. Provisions of QldRAA will be used cautiously)

Overall Core Objectives and Responsibilities
Provide strategic policy advice in line with QldRA core business
Establish relationships with Councils, state agencies and industry bodies to
facilitate and coordinate desired outcomes
Analyse data to inform and guide suggested Policy improvements

Legend
Including interim
flood lines and land
use overlay

Example of Data
Analysis

Rapid Response
Assessment

Land Use
Analysis of
Affected
Properties
Town of Emerald

Overall Assessment
including total % of
town affected by the
event

Top Land Use Planning Matters
1. People back in their homes ‐ streamline approach to
approvals
 including consideration for raising and/or relation
 Rebuild better particularly in FNQ
2. Strategic Land Use Assessment
3. Waterway Clean ‐ Up
4. Flood Plain Management

$64,900

Reconstruction Funding Achievements

$7.1
$3.1
$2.1

$80,586
$25.9
$1.4

$712,000
$3.6

$8.6

$309,000

$849,000
$37.8

$19.9

$936,000
$4.4

$10.0

$323,460

$18.6

$2.2
$2.1

Authority funding
‐ NDRRA sources
‐ 75 / 25 split between Fed & State

$6.1

$17.0
$25.2
$1.7

$1.0

$2.8
$54.0

$3.6

$2.7
$2.7

$693,000

$15.4

$5.9
$2.1
$12.8

New process – acceleration & advance

$3.7

$13.2

$18.3
$7.2

The Authority administers
‐ all REPA funds (Cat B, NDRRA)
‐ So far $314M to 30 Councils
‐ Working to assess & release
further funding
‐ More this week

$2.9

NDRRA Funding (in $mil)
Round 1 Allocation
Round 2 Allocation

$13.0

$4.1

$2.8

www.qldreconstruction.org.au

Planning for stronger, more resilient
flood plain management
Queensland Reconstruction Authority
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Banana Shire Council –
Flood Plain Management Workshop
Name
Brendan Nelson (BN)

Organisation
QldRA

Email Address

Organisation

Email Address

Apologies
Name

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Purpose of Workshop
•

•
•
•

To provide an overview of the Queensland Reconstruction Authority – Flood Plain
Management Project. The proposed deliverables of this project are:
 Undertake an audit of planning schemes for selected flood affected local
governments
 Provide interim flood plain management controls and regulations for local
governments not adequately protected
 Develop standard planning scheme provisions to enable consistency in
application of flood plain management controls and regulation across
Queensland
 Provide guidance and support for local government in the development of
templates for flood studies as part of new planning schemes
To work with Banana Shire Council and relevant state agencies in the
development of interim and long term controls for flood plain management
To work with and support Banana Shire Council in the preparation of a flood study
to support the development of Council’s new planning scheme
To develop a guideline for local governments which provides a template for the
preparation of flood studies and their integration with new planning schemes

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Context
• 2010/2011 Summer Events unprecedented
• 91% of the State disaster activated as a result of
flooding events
• 210 townships were affected by flooding
• 13 rivers recorded their highest peak levels
including Nogoa, Condamine and Dawson
• Total evacuation of Theodore
• Critical Infrastructure was affected

• Rockhampton airport was closed
• water purification systems were flooded hampering
clean up efforts and access to safe drinking water
• 19,000km2 of road requires rebuild or repair

• Damage bill from flooding impact is $5.2B
• Commission of Inquiry may require Council’s who
haven't done mapping to do so and to establish the
predicted impact of flood levels at individual
properties

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Comparison of Insurance Claim Costs

QLD Flooding
(Dec 10 – Jan 11)

Vic Flooding
(Feb 11)

Source: Insurance Council of Australia 6 May 2011

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Vic Severe Storms
(Feb 11)

WA Bushfires
(Feb 11)

Vic Bushfires
Black Saturday
(Feb 11)

QLD TC Larry
(Mar 06)

Queensland Reconstruction Authority
Established to ensure Queensland effectively
& efficiently recovers from the impact of
disaster events ...
Functions
• Coordinate reconstruction
• Prioritise infrastructure & community services
• Ascertain community needs
• Distribute finance
• Collect information
• Facilitate flood mitigation
• Commission of Inquiry recommendations
NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Graeme Newton, CEO
with Authority Chair,
Major General Mick Slater

Legislation
The QldRA was created as a statutory authority
through the Queensland Reconstruction Authority
Act (QldRAA) on 21 February 2011
The QldRAA vests significant powers to respond to
disaster events for the purposes of addressing
both short term and longer term goals
The QldRAA applies to all disaster activated areas
The QldRAA expires after 2 years

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Key Provisions of the QldRAA 2011
The QldRAA prescribes the governance arrangements of the QldRA and the
QldRA Board. It also provides the Authority with special powers to undertake
a number of activities, including:
 declaration of declared projects and reconstruction areas
 powers to compulsorily acquire land. This may be for the immediate
purposes of the QldRA or for longer term goals such as flood
mitigation
 general powers to enter any land and do acts such as constructing,
demolishing and occupying
 powers to create new development schemes
 powers to direct changes to existing planning schemes
 powers to hasten decisions and processes of decision makers to
finalise a processes

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Land Use Planning Team
•Grantham and Tully Heads/ Hull Heads – priority areas for rebuild
•Ensure no regulatory hurdles to facilitate reconstruction – cut red tape
•Flood Plain Management Project
•Building back better
•Support and drive use of existing mechanisms ie. TLPIs for interim
responses
•Critical Infrastructure – specifically focussed on electrical infrastructure
•Strategic Land Use Assessments to inform new planning schemes and
ensure recent events are taken into account

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Flood Plain Management Project
Context
Scale and
Scope of
2010/2011
events

UNDERSTANDING
QldRA
role
function
powers

Key

ANALYSIS
Pr o
ject

Land Use Analysis of
existing flood
regulations

Planning scheme
audit of flood
affected LGAs
Who currently
manages what?
And at what level
National / State /
Basin / Catchment
/ LGAs
Analyse What’s
working and what
isn’t
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‐ Fl o

od
Plai
n

Current
understanding
Stakeholders and
their role

Develop Interim
and Long Term
Solution using
most effective
regulatory tools

IMPLEMENTATION
Ma
nag
em
ent
Respond and
implement through
land use planning
provisions – state
wide / catchment
based

DELIVERY
Stronger more
resilient
flood plain
management

Flood Plain Management Project
• Management of the adverse impacts on people and property
is only one aspect of flood plain management
• Existing flood plain management is dealt with mainly by local
government
• Difficult to enforce without a natural hazard management
area being defined
• Flood plain management controls generally only deal with
future development, not existing development, nor long term
transition strategies for existing areas at highest risk
• Previous approaches to flood plain management have had
limited success – Planning Scheme Audit results

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Planning Scheme Audit
QldRA and DLGP jointly
commissioned a Planning
Scheme Audit by PSA
Consultants
77 planning schemes
reviewed within 24 selected
LGAs which were disaster
activated as a result of
flooding.
Criteria based review
NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Planning Scheme Audit – Criteria

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Planning Scheme Audit ‐ Banana Shire
•
•
•

Adopted: 7 October 2005
SPP1/03: Appropriately reflected for the Landslide and Bushfire Elements but not flooding.
Key Planning Provisions:

•

Development Design Code (MCU, RoL & Op Works)
–
–
–

–
–

•

S3 ‐ No ‘worsening’ of flood occurs as a result of the filling or excavation activity.
PS.1 ‐ To be in accordance with the CMDG “Capricorn Municipal Development Guidelines“
S18 ‐ Stormwater drainage (including interallotment drainage) is designed and constructed to:
• Provide adequate capacity for existing and anticipated development and flows;
• Ensure that inundation of private and public buildings located in flood prone areas occurs only
on rare occasions and that, in such events, surface flow routes convey floodwaters below the
prescribed velocity/depth limits;
PS18.1 ‐ The design of stormwater drainage shall be in accordance with the CMDG.
PS18.2 ‐ Development applications are to comply with the “Flood Level Plan for Determination of
Floor Levels” for the Town of Banana in particular. Note: The floor height of buildings will be
governed by this plan.

Reconfiguration of a Lot Code
–
–

S1 ‐ The configuration of lots provide for a high level of residential amenity, access to services and
facilities, and safety from risk of natural hazards such as flooding, land slip and bushfire.
No PS ‐ Suggests Reconfiguration of a Lot Assessment Report (includes known flood levels).

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Planning Scheme Audit ‐ Taroom Shire
•
•
•

Adopted: 13 December 2006
SPP1/03: Appropriately reflected for the Landslide and Bushfire Elements but not flooding.
Key Planning Provisions:

•

Zone Codes (Rural / Rural Residential / Small Town / Urban / Commercial / Industrial / Open
Space and Recreation)
Applies to ‐ (MCU, RoL & Op Works)

•

–
–
–
–
–
–

•

PC Flooding
“Premises” are designed and located so as:
(a) not to be adversely impacted upon by flooding;
(b) to protect life and property; and
(c) not to have an undesirable impact on the extent or magnitude of flooding.
No AS ‐Note: To assist an applicant to demonstrate compliance with PC, the maximum recorded
flood may be adopted as an indication of flood level.

Planning Scheme Policy 1 ‐ Information Council May Request: Known / determined flood
levels (for MCU / ROL Applications).

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Planning Scheme Audit ‐ Findings
•
•

•

21 (27%) appropriately/
possibly reflect the flood
component of SPP1/03
37 (48%) appropriately
reflecting the either the
bushfire and/or landslide
component of SPP1/03 but not
the flooding component.
19 (25%) audited planning
schemes were identified as
not appropriately reflecting
any component (bushfire,
landslide or flood) of SPP1/03.

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Planning Scheme Audit
Neither Banana or the Taroom
Planning Schemes comply with
SPP 1/03 with respect to Flooding
Opportunity with DCS funding and
new Planning Scheme to
undertake appropriate
planning/studies and incorporate
into new SPA Compliant Banana
Planning Scheme

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Planning Scheme Audit

Neither the Banana or
Taroom Planning Schemes
incorporate NHMA (Flood)
Mapping
Banana “flood level plan”
Flood Mapping is
considered critical in any
new SPA Schemes

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Planning Scheme Audit ‐ Findings
• Every Planning Scheme treats Flood Plain Management
differently
• Flood Plains do not correlate with local government
boundaries
• Limited public visibility of flood modelling and flood data
• Nominated flood hazard areas vary in Queensland between –
Q100, Q50, highest recorded flood, Q80, specific levels, none
or a combination
• Disconnect between the objectives of SPP1/03 and the
implementation through current Planning Schemes

Rockhampton – example of robust provisions
•

NHMA Mapped (includes high/low
risk)

•

Flood Overlay Code – 1%

•

Requirement that capacity function
and storage of flood plains is
maintained

•

AS ‐ No new allotments in flood
prone areas (based on mapping)

•

Building design requirements in
flood prone areas – resistant
materials/ habitable floor

•

Services above DFE

Solution Options
•

•
•
•

•

Commission of Inquiry may require Council’s who haven't
done mapping to do so and to establish the predicted
impact of flood levels at individual properties
To do this effectively is likely to take some time and
significant resources
Most Council’s are currently preparing new SPA
Compliant Planning Schemes
Opportunity to align the future flood studies with the
preparation of new schemes – 2/3 years for most
Council’s
An interim solution is necessary for those Council’s not
adequately protected – as identified in the Planning
Scheme Audit process

Current
Planning
Scheme

Interim
Solution

New SPA
Planning
Scheme

Flood Plain Management – Line of Sight
Drainage Divisions
‐ Australia
River Basins
‐ Queensland
River Basin
‐ Fitzroy
Catchment
‐ Dawson River

Often Disconnected

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

• Before defining Interim
and Long Term solutions,
we need to understand
and consider the existing
context of Flood Plain
Management in Australia

Land Use
Planning
Scheme &
Local Zoning

Drainage Divisions – Australia
12 Drainage Divisions and
246 River Basins across
Australia
5 of the 12 National
Drainage Divisions exist in
Queensland
Often Complex Governance
crossing state and local
government borders
Different roles and
responsibilities for the long
term protection and
management of drainage
basins
NOT FOR CIRCULATION

River Basins ‐ Queensland
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

75 River Basins in Queensland
(246 Nationally)
Gulf of Carpentaria Division – 19 River
Basins
North East Coast Division – 46 River
Basins
Murray Darling Division – 5 River
Basins
Bulloo – Buncannia Division – 1 River
Basin
Lake Eyre Division – 4 River Basins
Banana Shire is located in the North
East Coast Division – Fitzroy River
Basin

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Fitzroy River Basin & Dawson River Catchment

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Fitzroy River Basin & Dawson River Catchment

Note the overlay of
local government
boundaries

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Drainage
Division

I ‐ Northeast Coast Division

River Basin

Fitzroy

Catchment

Dawson River Catchment

Three Zones

Upper Dawson, Lower
Dawson and Don/Callide

Planning Scheme Relationship to River Basin &
Catchment level Planning
River Basin &
Catchment Level
Planning
• Strategic Framework

Local Area Planning
derived from Basin /
Catchment Planning
• Strategic Framework

• Land Use
• Zoning

• Land Use
• Zoning

River Basin &
Catchment Level
Planning needs to
inform Local Area
Planning

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Solution Considerations
Drainage Divisions
– Australia
River Basins
‐ Fitzroy

National Flood
Plain
Management
Policies
Regional Plan ‐
Central

Catchments
‐ Dawson River

Banana Shire
Planning Scheme
– Strategic
Framework

Catchment Zones
‐ Upper Dawson

Land Use Plan &
Zones – Site
Planning

Flood Plain
Management
NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Land Use Planning Responsibility
Controls

• Mapping?
• Standard Planning
Scheme Provisions
– (Rural & Urban)?

• TLPI / SPRP / SPSP?
• Who is responsible
for each aspect and
how will it be
implemented?

Western Australia – Flood Plain Management

River Basins and Regional Planning Committee Areas
•

13 Regional Planning Areas in
Queensland
• Line of Sight correlation between
River Basin planning and statutory
Regional Plans which inform Local
Government Planning Schemes
• Same issues as Local Government –
Boundaries do not correlate
• Fitzroy River Basin – located in 3
Regional Planning Committee Areas
– mainly in Central Queensland

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Australian Building Code Board (ABCB)
Background
•
•

•

•

ABCB is currently preparing a draft Flood Standard for buildings in flood‐prone
areas, which will be incorporated into the Building Code of Australia (BCA)
This will require the design of a building constructed on flood prone land to be
developed from first engineering principles based on the likely flood hazard for a
specific site
The new Draft Standard aims to provide specific design guidance for engineers
designing buildings on certain flood prone land, and is likely to extend beyond just
structural requirements to matters including plumbing, electrical utilities and
egress
The draft Standard will be the subject of a national Regulation Impact Statement
(RIS) process (due to be released for consultation in late 2011) and it expected
to be included in the 2013 version of the BCA (which takes effect 1 May 2013),
although states can choose to adopt earlier

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Draft National Flood Standard ‐ Buildings
Overview of key parts of the draft national Flood Standard
• The draft flood Standard will apply to new class 1, 2, 3, 4, 9a and 9c
buildings built on land designated by the appropriate authority (e.g. Local
Government) as flood prone.
• Buildings constructed on designated flood prone land must be designed to
comply with the Performance Requirements of the Standard.
• There will be two pathways for compliance
– 1) an engineer can use the design specifications in the draft Standard to design the
building, or
– 2) an engineer can use engineering practice based on first principles.

•

Elevation of floors of habitable rooms, e.g. not less than 0.5m above the
defined flood hazard level
• Non‐habitable rooms can be located below the flood hazard level but
must not be inundated by more than 1m of flood water, unless they are
open (i.e. no walls)
NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Draft National Flood Standard ‐ Buildings
•
•

Limitations and other considerations
The design specifications in the draft Standard are limited to cases of
likely flooding that involve a maximum of 1m inundation (above
lowest non‐habitable floor level, unless open) and a flow rate of 1.5m/s
• The ABCB have advised that these limits have been applied in the USA
(FEMA), and use existing engineering principles. ABCB considers these
limits as a reasonable minimum for construction in a flood prone area that
will still be able to use conventional, and affordable, construction
practices
• Local Governments do not currently define flow rates as part of
designating flood prone land under section 13 of the Building Regulation
2006
• Commercial buildings are not covered

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Draft National Flood Standard ‐ Buildings
•

•

For buildings subjected to floods with characteristics outside the scope of
the design specifications in the draft Standard, the building must still be
built to structurally withstand the likely actions and loads imposed upon
it ‐ an engineer will be required to design the building using first
principles.
The draft standard relies on accurate regional flood mapping, ongoing
maintenance of flood mapping/data is also required to properly inform
building design and construction, and limit inappropriate or high
risk development and redevelopment in designated flood prone areas.

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Banana Shire Council ‐ Update
• SPA Planning Scheme Update
• Current Management of Flood Related Issues
– Planning and Development
– Engineering
– Emergency Response
• Existing Flood Studies, Policies and Codes

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Banana Shire Council
Case Study
•

Phase 1 – Interim
– Flood Plain Mapping (Interim Dawson River Catchment level)
– Standard Planning Scheme Provisions (Urban and Rural)

•

Phase 2 – Flood Study
– Finalise Scope & Framework (Dawson River Flood Study)
– Council Undertakes Study
• Phase 3 – Long Term (New Planning Scheme)
— Council incorporates Dawson River Flood Study – Flood Plain
Management Plan into Strategic Framework and new Planning
Scheme

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Flood Modelling ‐ Discussion
•

Define the flooding characteristics:
–
–
–
–

How far
How deep
How fast
How long

Each of these will
assist in determining
appropriate land use
planning outcomes

• Based on Computer Modelling
• Normally consists of:
– Hydrologic (how much)
– Hydraulic (depth and flow and time)

• Models need to be calibrated against historical flood events
• Models need to be maintained to address cumulative effects of
development and reviewed periodically

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Hydrologic & Hydraulic Modelling
Hydrologic modelling
• Information from gauged flood
records (BOM, Council) or
derived from Rainfall records
• Where derived from rainfall
based on assumptions of
losses (convert rainfall into
runoff)

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Hydraulic modelling
• Will require a DTM of the
Catchment
• Aerial Laser Surveying more
accurate than topographic
map information
• Can model either as 1D (down
a channel or watercourse) or
as 2D (modelling of flow in 2
directions)

Geosciences Australia – Flood Study Categorisation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Damage assessment
Hydrology scenario
Hydraulic scenario
Hazard mapsets
Inundation mapsets
Terrain surveys
Floor level surveys
Historical floods
Post floods
Related studies

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Flood Modelling Output
•

Based on a
particular flood
probability, the
extent of
inundation can be
defined and a
corresponding
flood map
produced
• These flood maps
can form the basis
of the natural
hazard
management area
(SPP1/03)
NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Draft National Flood Standard / New Planning Scheme
considerations – Banana Shire
Proposed direction for future flood studies
• Based on the expected direction of the draft national Flood Standard,
some of the key outcomes that should be considered when planning any
future flood studies in Banana include:
– 1) identification of an appropriate flood event (e.g. a significant prior event or a scenario
based on a certain probability of flooding), which will be the basis of a defined "flood
hazard level" (i.e. the height above the ground that the flood event is likely to inundate
the land)
– 2) identification of all areas that are expected to be affected by that flood event, and
specification (down to property/allotment level) of the defined flood hazard level for
each property
– 3) determination of the likely flow velocity of flood waters during the flood event (able
to be specified to the property/allotment level)

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Flood Plain Management – Points for Discussion
• Future flood plain management plans to deal with existing
flood problems and planning for the future
• Flood information to be made easily accessible to the
community
• Prioritised program of future flood mitigation works
• Extent of flood plain is unlikely to change (viz Climate Change)
• Climate Change will result in increased rainfall intensities for a
given event and increased mean sea levels

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Flood Hazard – Points for Discussion
• Flood Hazards are determined based on velocity of flow and flow depth
• Velocities >2m/s can scour foundations and poles. Earth and grass
surfaces begin to erode ‐ refer national flood standard for buildings
(1.5m/s)
• Location of Community Infrastructure including access points need to be
considered
• Preferred terminology is Annual Exceedance Probability (ie 1%) rather
than ARI (Average Recurrence Interval) of Q100
• Land Use Planning – consideration to Defined Flood Event (DFE) or
Probable Maximum Flood (PMF)
• Flood Hazard zones/overlay could include – Flood Free (above PMF),
Defined Flood Fringe (between the DFE and the PMF) and Defined
Floodway (below the DFE)
• Flood plain = all land up to the PMF
NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Resources
• Floodplain Management in Australia – Best Practice
Principles and Guidelines – CSIRO – SCARM Report 73
• State Planning Policy 1/03 – Mitigating the adverse Impacts
of Flood, Bushfire and Landslide (currently being reviewed)
• Queensland Planning Provisions – Strategic Framework and
Overlay Provisions for Flood Hazard (new planning schemes)
• Queensland Urban Drainage Manual (design of urban
stormwater systems)
• Others ?

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Stakeholder Engagement – Banana Case Study
•

Primary
–
–
–
–
–

•

Secondary
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Banana Shire Council
Queensland Reconstruction Authority
Department of Local Government and Planning
Department of Community Safety
Department of Environment and Resource Management
Department of Transport and Main Roads
Fitzroy Basin Association (Central Queensland Strategy for Sustainability – 2004)
Dawson Catchment Coordination Committee (Dawson River Catchment Strategy 2004)
Numerous Landcare Groups
Geosciences Australia
CSIRO
River Improvement Trusts

Others?

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Actions and Deliverables
Action

Deliverable

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

NOT FOR CIRCULATION

Responsibility

Timeframe

MINUTES
MEETING:
TIME:

Banana Shire Council - Flood Plain Study Workshop
DPI Office, State Farm Road, Biloela (Booking from 9.30am to 1pm)
Workshop Commencing 10:00 AM -1:00 PM – Tuesday 14 June 2011

ATTENDEES:
Name

Brendan Nelson (BN)

Organisation

Email Address

Organisation

Email Address

QldRA

APOLOGISES:
Name

MEETING PURPOSE:
•

•
•
•

To provide an overview of the Qld Reconstruction Authority – Flood Plain Management
Project. The proposed deliverables of this project are:
 Undertake an audit of planning schemes for selected flood affected local
governments
o Provide interim flood plain management controls and regulations for local
governments not adequately protected
o Develop standard planning scheme provisions to enable consistency in application of
flood plain management controls and regulation across Queensland
o Provide guidance and support for local government in the development of templates
for flood studies as part of new planning schemes
To work with Banana Shire Council and relevant state agencies in the development of interim
and long term controls for flood plain management
To work with and support Banana Shire Council in the preparation of a flood study to support
the development of Council’s new planning scheme
To develop a guideline for local governments providing a template for the preparation of flood
studies and their integration with new planning schemes

P R E S E NT AT ION
A copy of the Authority’s presentation is attached as a PDF. Given the content of the
presentation, discretion of use is sought from all recipients and the Authority requests that it
will not be circulated beyond the attendee list. Key messages from the presentation:•

•
•
•
•

Given the context of the events that unfolded in summer 2010/2011 the Authority has
a role and function to lead short term and long term goals including for flood plain
management.
The governance framework for managing floodplains particularly in Queensland is
complex with a number of agencies and stakeholders.
No two planning schemes currently deal with floodplain controls the same way.
There is a need to increase the visibility and understanding on how flood
management is controlled.
The proposal will look at Banana as a case study to support the proposed interim
measures, the flood study and the standard provisions to be incorporated within the
new SPA scheme. These templates will then be used to support a wider roll out to
assist other Councils who based on the audit are not currently adequately protected.

W OR K S HOP AG R E E ME NT S

1. That land use planning and flood mapping must correlate.
2. That the best approach to deliver correlation is at a catchment level and not bounded by LGA

boundary. For Banana Shire this means delivery of a study for the Dawson River Catchment.

3. That there is no need to reinvent the wheel and that a number of sources and previous work

has been undertaken that can support and help build the accuracy of a flood map for the
Dawson River Catchment.
a. Sources of data may include Sunwater, Anglo Coal, Cockatoo, Herbarium for the
wetland mapping, Fitzroy River Basin Association, Brigalow Catchment Study.
b. TMR survey points for damaged areas
c. Council’s own assessment and mapping.
4. That an interim response by July 30 is possible subject to resources particularly in relation to
mapping.
5. That the timing for the study depending on the existing data could work well with the new
strategic framework for the scheme.
6. That there is a need to understand what currently exists and in what format, to further
establish and define the scope for the Dawson River Catchment Study.
7. The Study will need to incorporate a fairly broad scope and include assessment of critical
infrastructure, access to critical infrastructure and emergency management – (Council
provided a copy of their Engineering Comments for the proposed study – refer to attached).
8. The Study will need to incorporate and consider climate change.
9. Any provisions will need to consider the context in which they are applied. This may include
Urban/ Rural | Township / Rural and low growth/ high growth areas.
10. Consideration of flood mitigation in the context of the project is not confirmed and will be
subject to further discussion.

ACTIONS & DELIVERABLES
Action
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Deliverable
Coordination of collection of existing
information / data sets
Follow up with EMQ regarding lidar survey
scheduled for late 2011
Draft scope for flood study
Produce interim Flood Hazard
Management Area map for Dawson River
Catchment
Prepare proposed interim provisions based
on Dawson River as trial
Review immunity levels based on QPP
zones
Provide key milestones on proposed new
planning scheme and community plan

NEXT MEETING
Week commencing 11 July 2011.

Responsibility
QRA

Timeframe
30 June

QRA

24 June

Engeny
QRA / DERM

30 June
24 June

PSA

30 June

QRA/ DLGP

30 June

BSC/ DN/ JG

24 June

Planning for stronger,
more resilient floodplains
Banana Shire Council Workshop
20 July 2011

Workshop Outline
Agenda Item
Welcome
Overview of last meeting – Background, Minutes
and Deliverables
Part 1‐ Draft Interim Measures
Document overview
Planning Scheme Audit
Mapping Overview
Draft Provisions
Road test mapping and draft provisions through
BSC development applications
Lunch
Part 2 – Standard Planning Scheme Provisions
Draft ENGENY Flood Study Scope
Actions and Deliverables
Meeting Close

Responsibility
QldRA
QldRA

Timeframe
10:00am – 10:05am
10:05am – 10:15am

QldRA & BSC

10:15am – 12:00pm

QldRA & BSC

12:00pm – 12:45pm
12:45pm – 1:30pm

General
Discussion

1:30pm – 1:45pm
1:45pm

Background
• 2010/2011 Summer Events unprecedented
• 91% of the State disaster activated as a result of
flooding events
• 210 townships/ suburbs were affected by flooding
• 13 rivers recorded their highest peak levels
• Total evacuation of a township, Theodore
• Critical Infrastructure was affected

• Rockhampton airport was closed
• water purification systems were flooded hampering
clean up efforts and access to safe drinking water
• 19,000km2 of road requires rebuild or repair

• Damage bill from flooding impact is $5.2B
• Commission of Inquiry may require Council’s who
haven't done mapping to do so and to establish the
predicted impact of flood levels at individual
properties

Overview ‐ Floodplain Management Project
Context
Scale and
Scope of
2010/2011
events

UNDERSTANDING
QldRA
role
function
powers

Key

ANALYSIS
Pr o
ject

Land Use Analysis of
existing flood
regulations

Planning scheme
audit of flood
affected LGAs
Who currently
manages what?
And at what level
National / State /
Basin / Catchment
/ LGAs
Analyse What’s
working and what
isn’t

‐ Fl o

odp
la in

Current
understanding
Stakeholders and
their role

Develop Interim
and Long Term
Solution using
most effective
regulatory tools

IMPLEMENTATION
Ma
nag
e

me
nt

Respond and
implement through
land use planning
provisions – state
wide / catchment
based

DELIVERY
Stronger more
resilient
floodplains

Overview – Project Scope
Two guidelines – Planning for a stronger, more resilient flood plain, to assist local governments to
ensure that floodplain management is addressed through land use planning including planning
schemes.
Key deliverables:
•Audit of planning schemes across the State to determine how flooding matters are currently
regulated. – completed.
•Part 1 – Interim measures to support floodplain management in existing planning schemes, is
an information toolkit including mapping identifying an interim floodplain assessment overlay
and interim floodplain management controls to be incorporated into existing planning schemes
for those local governments not adequately protected as a result of the audit – to be completed
by 31 July 2011.
•Part 2 – Standard planning scheme provisions and flood study template, will enable
consistency in application of flood plain management controls and regulation across Queensland
within new planning schemes prepared under the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 – to be
completed by 30 September 2011.

Overview ‐ Flood Plain Management Project
•
•
•
•

•

Management of the adverse impacts on people and property is only one
aspect of flood plain management
Existing flood plain management is dealt with mainly by local government
Difficult to enforce without a natural hazard management area being
defined
Flood plain management controls generally only deal with future
development, not existing development, nor long term transition
strategies for existing areas at highest risk
Previous approaches to flood plain management have had limited success
– Planning Scheme Audit results

Planning Scheme Audit
QldRA and DLGP jointly commissioned
a Planning Scheme Audit by PSA
Consultants
77 planning schemes have been
comprehensively been reviewed – 24
Local Government Areas
The Authority reviewed the balance 50
schemes bringing the total schemes
reviewed – 127
Total LGAs review – 73
Note that 16 LGAs do not have
planning schemes

Planning Scheme Audit – Criteria

Overview ‐ Planning Scheme Audit ‐ Findings
• Approximately 65% planning schemes do not include any flood
mapping
• Every Planning Scheme treats Floodplain Management differently
• Floodplains do not correlate with local government boundaries
• Limited public visibility of flood modelling and flood data
• Nominated flood hazard areas vary in Queensland between – Q100,
Q50, highest recorded flood, Q80, specific levels, none or a
combination
• Disconnect between the objectives of SPP1/03 and the
implementation through current Planning Schemes

Flood Plain Management – Line of Sight
Drainage Divisions
‐ Australia
River Basins
‐ Queensland
River Basin
‐ Fitzroy
Catchment
‐ Dawson River

Often Disconnected

• Before defining Interim
and Long Term solutions,
we need to understand
and consider the existing
context of Flood Plain
Management in Australia

Land Use
Planning
Scheme &
Local Zoning

Drainage Divisions – Australia
12 Drainage Divisions and
246 River Basins across
Australia
5 of the 12 National
Drainage Divisions exist in
Queensland
Often Complex Governance
crossing state and local
government borders
Different roles and
responsibilities for the long
term protection and
management of drainage
basins

River Basins ‐ Queensland
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

75 River Basins in Queensland
(245 Nationally)
Gulf of Carpentaria Division – 19 River
Basins
North East Coast Division – 46 River
Basins
Murray Darling Division – 5 River
Basins
Bulloo – Buncannia Division – 1 River
Basin
Lake Eyre Division – 4 River Basins
Banana Shire is located in the North
East Coast Division – Fitzroy River
Basin

Fitzroy River Basin & Dawson River Catchment

Note the overlay of
local government
boundaries
Drainage
Division

I ‐ Northeast Coast Division

River Basin

Fitzroy

River sub‐basin Dawson River

Solution Considerations
•

•
•
•

•

Commission of Inquiry may require Council’s who haven't
done mapping to do so and to establish the predicted
impact of flood levels at individual properties
To do this effectively is likely to take some time and
significant resources
Most Council’s are currently preparing new SPA
Compliant Planning Schemes (Part 2)
Opportunity to align the future flood studies with the
preparation of new schemes – 2/3 years for most
Council’s
An interim solution is necessary for those Council’s not
adequately protected – as identified in the Planning
Scheme Audit process (Part 1)

Current
Planning
Scheme

Interim
Solution

New SPA
Planning
Scheme

PART 1 ‐ Mapping Overview
The Interim Floodplain Assessment Overlay was derived from overlaying
available state‐wide information sources, including:
•The best available drainage location information (typically 1:100,000 or
1:250,000)1
•A standard drainage classification system to determine similar orders of
importance
•The best available contour information (typically 10 metre contours)2
•The best available satellite imagery (typically Landsat 5)
•Where other datasets exist and can aid visual interpretation, the following
will be used:
• Datasets which provide evidence of historical flooding.
• Interpreted or actual flood information from 2010/2011
events
• DERM gauging station information
http://watermonitoring.derm.qld.gov.au/host.htm
• Other data layers as available over the various drainage basins or river
sub‐basins to provide further informative information for visual
interpretation:
• Pre‐clear Vegetation Mapping of Landzone 3 (Alluvium) and
Landzone 1 Estuarine) and SALI Soil Flooding Limitation Mapping

DERM will provide the product
to local authorities and make
available (subject to any
licensing conditions under which
the department acquired the
data) the datasets used in the
interpretation to assist LGA’s.

Aerial Photography – Theodore 2011

Interim Floodline– Theodore 2011

Interim Floodplain Assessment Overlay – Theodore 2011

Interim Floodplain Assessment Overlay –
Dawson River sub‐basin
Around 2300 properties within the
Banana LGA within the overlay area:
Around 2850 properties across the
whole Dawson River sub‐basin within
the overlay area

Interim Floodplain Assessment Overlay – Theodore
Example provisions:‐
Operational Works ‐ Filling and Excavation
AO1. Works do not involve any physical alteration
to a watercourse or floodway including vegetation
clearing; or net filling exceeding 50 cubic metres
below the IFAL.
AO2. Where filling, excavation or physical
alteration to a watercourse, flood way or flow path
is proposed on land below the IFAL the works are
designed with regard for the following measures:
•Works do not result in a reduction of on‐site flood
storage capacity and contain within the site any
changes to depth, duration, velocity of flood
waters of all floods up to and including the IFAL.*
•Works do not change the characteristics of flood
water of all floods up to an including the IFAL in
ways that result in:
‐ loss of/changes to flow paths;
‐ acceleration or retardation of flows; or
any reduction in flood warning times elsewhere on
the floodplain.
*Information prepared by Registered Professional
Engineer of Queensland may be required to
demonstrate compliance with this Principle.

Interim measures to support floodplain management in
planning schemes
Implementation Strategy
Step 1 ‐ Interim Floodplain Assessment Overlay
•Proposed interim mapping and overlay code provided to Councils
•Councils can choose to adopt as is or revise based on their own review or
additional data
Step 2 – Interim Floodplain Assessment Level
•Councils adopt a new interim flood level having regarding to flooding events
within the LGA
Step 3 – Planning Scheme Amendment
•Council resolves to adopt interim flood assessment overlay maps, adopt
interim floodplain assessment level and resolves to amend existing planning
schemes to include the overlay code and mapping.

PART 1 ‐ Draft Provisions
REFER TO HANDOUT
INTERIM FLOODPLAIN ASSESSMENT CODE
Application
•
This Code will apply in assessing any assessable development where on land wholly or partially within the area
shown on the Interim Floodplain Assessment Overlay Maps.
Performance Outcomes and Acceptable Outcomes
Current Categories
1. Material Change of Use (Residential)
2. Material Change Of Use (Non‐Residential)
3. Material Change of Use (Community Infrastructure)
4. Reconfiguration Of A Lot (Residential Subdivision)
5. Reconfiguration Of A Lot (Non‐Residential Subdivision)
6. Operational Work (Filling and Excavation)

PART 1 ‐ Road test – Draft Provisions and Mapping
Banana Shire Council recent Development Applications
–
–
–
–

Issues
Workability
Legibility
Complexity

Lunch Break

PART 2 – Standard Planning Scheme Provisions

• Discussion
• Draft ENGENY Flood Study Scope vs SCARM
Template Flood Study Scope

Actions and Deliverables
Action
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Deliverable

Responsibility

Timeframe

Timeframes
20 July 2011

Meeting in Biloela to test interim provisions and mapping

1 August 2011

Mapbooks for priority areas finalised

1 August 2011

Part 1 guideline finalised (in draft) to accompany mapbooks

30 September 2011

Part 2 guideline finalised (in draft) for consultation

EXAMPLE OF REFINEMENT PROCESS - Stanthorpe
Refined floodplain
assessment overlay
incorporating
local government
verification

Detailed flood
study or flood
information
available in this
area
Interim Floodplain
Assessment Overlay
as produced by the
Qld Reconstruction
Authority

EXAMPLE OF REFINEMENT PROCESS - Warwick
Refined floodplain
assessment overlay
incorporating
local government
verification
Detailed flood
study or flood
information
available in this
area
Interim Floodplain
Assessment Overlay
as produced by the
Qld Reconstruction
Authority

Planning for stronger,
more resilient floodplains
MARANOA REGIONAL COUNCIL
Brendan Nelson, General Manager, Land Use Planning
Queensland Reconstruction Authority
14 October 2011

Presentation Outline
• Project Context
• Interim Floodplain Management Toolkit
• Interim Floodplain Mapping
(Peter Lennon ‐ DERM)
• Interim Floodplain Assessment Code
(Model Code)
• TSPP and the SPP1/03
• Implementation process
• Questions

2010/2011 inundated and flood affected towns

Flooding Context / What do we know?
• 91% of the State disaster activated as a result of
flooding events
• 210 townships/suburbs were affected by flooding
• 13 river catchments recorded their highest peak
levels
• Damage bill from summer disasters $6.8B
• 65% of planning schemes do not contain any flood
mapping
• Reliance on the applicant to deal with the impacts
of flooding
• Floodplains do not correlate with local government
boundaries
• New building codes will be brought in by the end of
2011 promoting resilience in houses
• Limited visibility of flood studies

Source: Bureau of Meteorology

Flooding in Maranoa – Surat

Overview – QldRA Project Scope
Planning for stronger, more resilient floodplains, to assist Councils
to ensure that floodplain management is addressed through land
use planning.
•Part 1 – Interim measures to support floodplain management in
existing planning schemes, is an information toolkit including
mapping identifying an interim floodplain assessment overlay and
interim floodplain management controls.
•Part 2 – Standard planning scheme provisions and flood study
template, will enable consistency in application of floodplain
management controls and regulation across Queensland within
new planning schemes prepared under the Sustainable Planning
Act 2009.

Current
Planning
Scheme

Interim
Solution

New SPA
Planning
Scheme

PART 1 – Interim Solution
Toolkit released on 17 September 2011 for
consultation

TOOLKIT

GUIDELINE
Part 1

Guideline
Mapping (hard copy and digital) for each
sub‐basin within an LGA boundary
Planning scheme provisions – Model Code

Part 1 ‐ Supports proposed amendments to
Queensland Development Code to fast‐
track principles for the construction of
buildings in flood prone areas.
Mapping

Code provisions

What exactly is Part 1?
Many existing schemes contain overlays/ development
codes ie. Bushfire, Landslide, Biodiversity,
Aerodromes, Rural Lands etc.
Part 1 offers an Overlay to be inserted into existing
planning schemes that can be used like any other
Overlay to assess a development’s ability to deal with
potential flooding impacts.
Mapping ‐ provided for whole of the scheme area and
not just townships. Can be amended and encouraged
to be amended with best local information.
Code provisions would apply to areas triggered by the
mapping.

Interim Floodplain Assessment
Overlay Area
Overlay area not based on an
defined flood event, does not
represent a Q100 nor a depth but
is a spatial extent based on
datasets to determine an area of
interest for potential flooding
impacts

EXAMPLE Mapping ‐
Banana Shire ‐ Bushfire
Mapping produced by QFRS across the State
for each Local Government Area.
State wide model of potential bushfire risk
areas to be used for planning – default state‐
wide mechanism
Based of three variables:‐
•Slope (fire burns quicker on greater slopes)
•Aspect (Exposure of direct sunlight on
vegetation)
•Vegetation
• Remnant Vegetation, Pre‐clear
Vegetation, Tropical Savannahs and
Tree Survey data where available

PART 2 – Long term solution
Flood Study Template and Standardised Planning Scheme Provisions – Mid
November
Flood Study Template
Needs to be outcome driven rather than via process
or methodology
Needs to be economic
Fit for purpose

Queensland Planning Provisions
new standardised approach in Qld for all new
planning schemes – means consistency across the
State
Interim overlay and flood study to help inform the
strategic planning process
Transition strategies for land use zones

Flood Mapping – Needs to be fit for purpose

Flood Mapping Maturity Levels

Floodplain ‐ Line of Sight
DRAINAGE DIVISION
RIVER‐BASINS

SUB‐ BASINS

National = 12
Queensland = 5 (40%)
including:
Northeast Coast (1)
Gulf of Carpentaria (9)
Murray Darling Division (4)
Bulloo – Bancannia Division (10)
Lake Eyre Division (11)

National = 246
Queensland = 75 (30%)
Ie. Fitzroy River Basin
Condamine River Basin
128 Sub‐basins in Queensland
Ie. Dawson River , Nogoa River

Balonne‐ Condamine River Basin & Balonne River Sub‐basin
Drainage
Division

4 – Murray Darling
Division

River
Basin

Balonne‐Condamine

Sub‐basin Balonne River

Sub‐basins in the Maranoa LGA
Balonne River
Wallam Creeks
Dawson River
Condamine River
Moonie River
Maranoa River
Warrego River

Interim Floodplain Mapping
Director – Data Management and Acquisition
Department of Environment and Resource Management

What was asked of DERM
To provide or produce a mapping product that would be of assistance in the land use planning
process
•Would be required over all of Queensland, not just towns
• Would need to be available within months to be useful
• Would need to be produced at scale where property could be identified so that location of
development applications could be identified
Primary objective was to identify an area of interest where the Council could ask the question
of how proposed developments in the mapped areas deal with the potential for flooding
impacts
Should be mapped by river sub‐basins, not LGA’s
The following deliverables to QRA were agreed:
• Digital dataset suitable for inclusion in GIS
• Mapbook (series of A3 maps covering each sub‐basin), in electronic form suitable for both
printing and display on QRA website.
First 24 sub‐basins to be completed in 5 weeks... (by 1 Aug)

SUMMARY – Dawson River Sub‐basin

10m Contours

LandSat

Gauging Heights

Pre‐cleared
vegetation

Stream Orders
5–9

Aerial for towns

Mapping Methodology
Dawson River sub‐basin

STEP 1
Identify each sub‐basin and
best available imagery
~ SPOT imagery
~ Aerial photography over towns when captured to
assist in mapping flood events – 115 towns and
suburbs during 2011, at or shortly after peak

Theodore

STEP 2
Assess stream drainage
classification levels in the
basin
~ Focus on higher order streams
~ Knock out small tributaries

STEP 3 –
Identify areas that indicate
alluvial systems, estuarine
and marine deposits

~ Existing
dataset from
Great Barrier
Reef project
extended

STEP 4 ‐ Identify stream gauges and their highest recorded
levels
~ also cross section distances to left & right banks

STEP 5 –
Incorporate available 2011
flood lines
~ flood lines were determined by
photo‐interpretation by experienced
cartographic staff

flood lines were also acquired from satellite imagery acquired
during the 2011 floods
may not have coincided with peak events & can contain errors
(wet ground) and assumptions (cloud cover)

~ Landsat imagery 15th Jan
2011
~ Record flood waters peaked
in the Macintyre River at
Goondiwindi at 10.64m on
the 14th Jan

~ Landsat 7 imagery 5th Jan 2011
over Emerald
~ Emerald peaked on 31st Dec
~ Highly obscured by cloud
~ Landsat revisits every 16 days

STEP 6 –
Contours are introduced as a
constraint on the soils, and
satellite flood lines data sets

STEP 7 –
Identify the IFAO line –
Visually estimate the location
of the IFAO using:
– actual events;
– gauging stations data;
– imagery; and
– other layers.

• a conservative
approach was
adopted in
interpreting location
of the IFAO
• 2011 flood lines are
to be contained
within the IFAO line
• methodology allows
mapping in areas
where high resolution
aerial photography or
flood studies do not
exist

Each Council will be
provided with
hardcopy mapbook
and electronic
versions including the
digital dataset for
each sub‐basin
applicable to their
LGA.
Encouraged to verify
and refine the interim
line based on local
knowledge.
Balonne River Sub‐Basin

Overlay area for Roma

Level 2 – Local verification
Very important to verify and refine the interim line
based on local knowledge.
• Have we mapped too far, or not far enough along
watercourses?
•On broader floodplains, is the line too wide or not
wide enough?
•Within the IFAO areas, have we missed higher
ground that should be excluded?

Strengths & weaknesses
Weaknesses:
• Desktop exercise – yet to be ground truthed
• Gauges date from 1911 to 2011 – limited ‘highest’ recorded data
• Aerial photography obtained for subset of towns in 2011
• Satellite imagery unlikely to coincide with peak flood and can be cloud affected
Strengths:
• Rapid mapping of whole sub‐basins
• Utilises multiple state‐wide datasets and experienced interpretation
• ‘Interim’ line must be verified by local authorities pre adoption
• Released mapping ASAP for verification – not seeking perfection pre release
• Provided in an interactive map viewer, as a ‘GIS’ layer and as hardcopy mapbooks
• Supplements, does not replace existing (or need for) flood studies

Progress
•

24 river basins delivered by end of
July as required.
• 57 river basins now completed as
at 5 October (128 in Queensland)
representing 40% of Queensland
• 2080 map pages produced to date
(A3 @1:50,000 scale)
• 100,000km2 identified as part of
Interim Floodplain Assessment
Overlay from these 57 river
basins.
• A further 6 river basins will be
delivered to QRA by mid October.

Model Code, TSPP & SPP1/03 and
Implementation

Provisions needed to support mapping

Turkey mound ....??

Bird’s nest.....??

Model Code
Applicable to assessable development as
determined by existing planning scheme ie. is
unlikely to capture single dwellings (as not
assessable under schemes) however would be
picked up by new QDC provisions
Based on principles set out in SPP1/03
Promotes better built form ie. elevation, filling
Front loads questions around flooding impacts –
should reduce information requests
Would be triggered as an overlay within the
existing scheme

TSPP & SPP1/03
SPP1/03 currently under review – not just flooding
bushfire and landslide components ‐ DCS lead
agency.
SPP1/03 includes default state‐wide mechanisms
for bushfire and landslide components.

QldRA work to inform the review process.
QldRA work does not replace the SPP1/03 review.
Needed a mechanism by which Councils could
adopt mapping as an interim measure until new
schemes were developed – TSPP
TSPP – does not require any public notification.
Expire after 1 year.
Will commence on 14 November 2011.

TSPP
The effect of this TSPP is to:
•
Suspend the effect of paragraphs A3.1 and A3.2 of Annex 3 of State
Planning Policy 1/03 (the SPP)
•
Make a Temporary State Planning Policy providing local government with
information necessary to determine the Natural Hazard Management Area (Flood)
and then adopt an associated overlay map(s) and code by way of an amendment to
an existing planning scheme.
Annex 1 of the TSPP outlines the process for designating a NHMA (Flood).
1. land inundated by a Defined Flood Event (DFE) and identified in a planning
instrument; or
2. the Interim Floodplain Assessment Overlay mapping and Model Code provided by
the Queensland Reconstruction Authority; or
3. the Interim Floodplain Assessment Overlay mapping and Model Code as amended
by the relevant Local Government.

Building Provisions
Building Codes Queensland is proposing to adopt
a draft national standard for the construction of
buildings in flood hazard areas in late November
2011.
The draft standard will apply to new dwellings,
including houses, units, hotels, hospitals and
aged care facilities, and potentially additions to
these types of buildings.
The application of the acceptable solutions, and
in some cases performance requirements, will
be limited to areas that are not subject to storm
surge, mudslide or flow rates above 1.5m/s. In
these cases, buildings will need to be engineered
using first principles.

After the commencement of these new provisions (late November 2011)
•The flood standard is proposed to apply under the QDC.
•Building Regulation 2006 proposed to be amended to give Local Governments the ability to
declare a flood level/s for an area and also declare an associated flow rate or identify areas with
low or minimal water flow.
•If a Local Government designates a flood hazard area but does not provide information on likely
flood levels and flow rates/areas of inactive flow within that area, an applicant for a building
approval may need to engage a hydrologist to determine flood characteristics for the site.
Councils therefore encouraged to declare flood levels.
•Local Governments will also have the ability to set a freeboard at a higher level to that specified
in the QDC (default freeboard of 300mm).
•If declaring a higher freeboard than that in the QDC, it is requested that Local Governments make
a clear distinction between the flood level and the freeboard i.e. the flood level does not already
include a freeboard. This will ensure that the QDC does not require an additional freeboard where
one has already been included by a Local Government.

Implementation
Step 1:
Council obtains toolkit
1. Guideline
2. Model Code
3. Mapping
Hard copy mapbook
Digital copy mapbook
Digital datasets

Step 2:
Council
commences review
process including the
mapping product and the
planning scheme
provisions
Use existing studies
knowledge, photographs to
visually inspect the mapping.
QRA to visit the Council.

Step 3:
Council
resolves to undertake a
minor scheme
amendment
a) Adopt mapping and Model
Code as provided by the
Authority unchanged; or
b) Adopt Model Code as
provided by the Authority and
adopt locally amended
mapping; or
c) Adopt mapping as provided
by the Authority and adopt
amended Model Code; or
d) Adopt locally amended
mapping and amended Model
Code.

Implementation cont’d.
Step 3a:
Designate as NHMA
(Flood) and nominate
Flood Level
Supports Building
provisions

Step 4:
Council
forwards amendment
package to DLGP
If package proposes
amendment to the mapping
DLGP forwards to QldRA for
verification
Seek to have amendment
package to Minister for
consideration within 10 days
of receipt

TLPIs are also an option however preference
is for scheme amendment

Step 5:
Council
incorporates into existing
scheme

Step 6:
Assessment of
any new applications
triggered in the
“Floodplain Overlay Area”
against the Floodplain
Code

Implementation...Maranoa Regional Council
Roma Planning Scheme
• Include an additional Code in Part 5 ‐ Codes, Division
1, titled, '5.4 Floodplain Assessment Code'. This new
section can include the provisions of the model code
for the Floodplain Assessment overlay as provided by
the tool kit. The Floodplain Assessment Code can
make reference to the 'Floodplain Assessment Area ‐
R6'. This new Floodplain Assessment Area map may
be modified to incorporate the previous 'R6 ‐ 1 in 100
Year Flood Event'
•

All other schemes could follow a similar process and
adopt the Code as a new section under Part 5 –
Codes. All schemes could adopt the mapping as a new
Regulatory Map ie. R6 in Bendemere.

QRA can assist in the preparation
of QPP template for the overlay
code map

Summary
• Roadtrip to all Councils where mapping has
been completed
• Voluntary – Councils choose to adopt
• QRA happy to assist Councils wanting to
adopt
• Provisions can be fit‐for‐purpose
• TSPP 2/11 provides Councils the ability to
adopt the Mapping and Model code as a
NHMA (Flood)
• Fast‐tracked minor scheme amendment
consideration through the DLGP
• Consultation until 11 November 2011 –
• Part 2 will be ready for release in DRAFT mid‐
November

Improving floodplain management through
the land use planning process

Questions?

www.qldreconstruction.org.au

